Wetting by simple room-temperature polymer melts: deviations from Newtonian behavior.
The hydrodynamics near moving contact lines of two room-temperature polymer melts, polyisobutylene (PIB) and polystyrene (PS), are different from those of a third polymer melt, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). While all three fluids exhibit Newtonian behavior in rotational rheological measurements, a model of the hydrodynamics near moving contact lines which assumes Newtonian behavior of the fluid accurately describes the interface shape of a variety of PDMS fluids but fails to describe the interface deformation by viscous forces in PIB and PS. The magnitude of the deviations from the model and the distance along the liquid-vapor interface over which they are seen increase with increasing capillary number. We conclude that the wetting behaviors of PIB and PS are influenced by weak elasticity in these low molecular weight melts and that dynamic wetting is more sensitive to this elasticity than standard rheometric techniques.